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ABSTRACT
$NOEX is a native meme token on
the Pulsechain network, designed

with the philosophy of "No
Expectations." This white paper

outlines the tokenomics,
distribution, and vision for $NOEX,

emphasizing community
collaboration and a commitment to

a fun and engaging ecosystem.
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INTRODUCTION

$NOEX is a decentralized,
community-driven meme token on
the Pulsechain blockchain. With a

total supply of 1 Billion tokens,
$NOEX aims to create a lighthearted

and inclusive space for meme
enthusiasts.
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TOKENOMICS
- **35% LP and Burn:** To ensure

liquidity and scarcity, 35% of the total
supply is locked in Liquidity Pool (LP)

and burned permanently.

- **Distribution to Meme
Communities:** 10% is distributed
among $BOBO, $PEPE, $WAAR,
$BOOB, and $HOA meme coin

communities on Pulsechain,
fostering cross-community

collaboration.
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- **Burn Forever:** An additional 10%
of the supply is burned forever,

contributing to deflationary
mechanisms.

- **Community Ownership:** 30% is
designated for community
ownership, allowing active

participation and governance.

- **OA (No Expectations)
Ownership:** 15% is reserved for the

Origin Address, aligned with the "No
Expectations" philosophy.
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BUYING $NOEX

$NOEX can be acquired on
Pulsechain through the Pulse X

platform, using the contract address:

 
0x0016269802dE1FC2dC4F5Cfd2178

f721EF2171EE
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COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT

$NOEX thrives on community
involvement. Members are

encouraged to contribute ideas,
suggestions, and improvements to
make $NOEX the premier meme

community on Pulsechain.
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DISCLAIMER

$NOEX is not an investment
contract. It was distributed freely to
meme coin holders on Pulsechain.
Participants should engage with

$NOEX with no expectations of profit
from the work of others.
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SOCIAL
PRESENCE

Stay updated with the latest $NOEX
developments by following our

official account on Telegram:

 @TheUnexpected0x.
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CONCLUSION

$NOEX is more than just a token; it's
a community-driven movement
celebrating the essence of "No

Expectations." Join us in building the
most vibrant and entertaining

meme community on Pulsechain!
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only and does not constitute financial advice.

Participants are encouraged to conduct their own
research before engaging with $NOEX.
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